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Abstract

The ‘Sophomore Slump’ is a lack of engagement that can be experienced by students entering their second year at university. It has been a recognized phenomenon in American universities for many years but has gone largely unrecognized within Australian universities. In 2009 a program called ‘Welcome to Second Year’ was introduced at a metropolitan Australian university for science students returning as second years or articulating straight into second year. The one day program took place during the week before trimester 1 classes commenced. The aim of the program was to re-engage students both socially with their peers, and academically with their course, and also to introduce them to professionals in their field. This paper provides a description of the program as well as student evaluation of the program over the three years it has now been run.

Introduction

Most second year undergraduate students are familiar with university life, and have taken part in some form of orientation at the beginning of their first year. However, traditional orientation programs may not be enough, as some students experience a lack of engagement with university during their second year. The ‘Sophomore Slump’ is a lack of engagement that can be experienced by students entering their second year at university. It has been a recognized phenomenon in American universities for many years but has been largely ignored within most Australian universities.

In 2009 a program called ‘Welcome to Second Year’ was introduced for Science students entering second year at Deakin University, a metropolitan university in Melbourne, Australia. The program took place on a day within Orientation week. The ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program provides a short (half day), targeted intervention that (re)engages students socially with their peers and academically with their course and also to introduce them to professionals in their field. Evaluation of the program was carried out to assess whether the ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program assists those students who participate to become (re)engaged with the university, their peers and their course.

This paper describes the development and structure of the ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program from its inception at Deakin University in 2009, the results of participant evaluation of the program over the 3 years it been running, and how this evaluation has influenced the content and format of the most current version of the program.
Background

First year transition
Internationally, much work has been done to improve the first year experience of undergraduate students. The range of backgrounds of students entering tertiary institutions means that the expectations vary widely (Maunder, Gingham, & Rogers, 2010) and thus many programs have been developed to assist students in making the step, for some a ‘leap’ to university life. These programs can enhance students’ engagement with educational practices at their institution (Vinson, Nixon, Walsh, Walker, Mitchell & Zaitseva, 2011), and in turn, would be expected to improve retention rates. As well as improving the student educational experience, the financial implications on non-completions on institutions is significant (Yorke, 2000; Maunder et al., 2010). While student retention has been a recognized issue in higher education for many decades (Tinto, 2006/2007) it remains an issue that tertiary institutions must constantly monitor and address.

Quinlivan (2010) carried out a longitudinal study of undergraduate psychology students and the predictors of academic performance at RMIT University, a large metropolitan university in Melbourne, Australia. In regard to supporting students, Quinlivan (2010) found that students in different year levels did in fact have different needs, at different times, but also reinforced the need for further analysis of second year support and transition programs that are targeted particularly to second year needs. Quinlivan (2010, p.143) stated that ‘the second year has idiosyncratic stressors that increase the potency of the relationship between psychological maladjustment and grade point average and increase the importance of previously established academic skills’.

Being aware of the factors that influence academic performance is vital if we are to develop programs to assist students with targeted interventions when they are needed. With growing numbers of students entering tertiary institutions, it is essential that higher education institutions provide the support to students at appropriate times within their study pathway. Data published by the U.S. National Center for Education Statistics showed that, only 35% of full-time university students in the United States completed their degree within four years, and 25% never finish their degree (Knapp, Kelly-Reid, Whitmore, & Miller, 2007). Jones and Taylor (1991) reported that in the United Kingdom, students who failed to complete their degree earned less and experienced longer durations of unemployment when compared to their peers who had graduated.

McKenzie and Schiwitzer (2001) looked at predictors for academic performance in first year Australian university students. They found that while previous academic performance was the most significant predictor of success, other important factors included integration into university, self-efficacy and employment responsibilities. All of these predictors are still significant factors for second year, but while in first year intensive transition programs are often run, as far as the authors are aware, there are few transition programs targeted specifically to second year students in Australian universities. Two Australian universities that are currently offering formal programs or assistance within the area of second year transition are Griffith University and Deakin University. Both of these programs have developed from an individual staff member recognising that second year students were not coping as well as they had in first year.
Second year transition

Previous studies have shown that second year students can sometimes face difficulties returning to study. In the United States this is referred to as ‘sophomore slump’. Sophomores are second year college students, and the ‘slump’ refers to a loss of engagement with college or university life (Gump, 2007). Many students fail to make the transition into second year (Hunter, Tobolowsky, Gardner, Evenbeck, Pattengale, Schaller, & Schriner, 2010) due to a range of pressures. Students feel stress due to academic pressures and personal development issues, which includes forming desirable relationships (Bennett, 2003; Gump, 2007). However, second year is very important as it can be the year during which students make decisions, such as choosing a major stream of study, that have a large impact on their future careers direction (Tobolowsky, 2008). When Freedman (1956) first used the phrase ‘Sophomore slump’, he described it as being a time of inertia and confusion for students. In many North American universities, targeted second year programs and initiatives have been developed to address the ‘slump’. Trinity College in Texas found that amongst their international students the highest attrition occurred between first and second year. Their student support programs had been focused on first and fourth year students, and so developed targeted second year programs in an attempt to improve retention rates at second year. This program focused on the social aspects of university life (Burke, 2007). At Ohio State University they have developed programs for (second years living both on and off campus including social and professional networking opportunities, a sophomore seminar series and a leadership program. Analysis of their programs found that in the long term, it is institutional commitment that had the largest impact on program success and student involvement (Gahagan & Hunter 2006).

Problem identification

While transition programs can help students to feel confident academically, transition is also recognized as an essential part of students’ social and personal journeys (Yorke & Thomas, 2003; Longden, 2006; Vinson et al., 2010). Nelson and Kift (2005) argue that successful transition must involve institutional practices that are embedded in a way that assists students in a timely manner. In 2005 the importance of first year transition into university was recognized by the formulation of Australian Government policy that included a commitment to first year students as a core area of strategic planning (DEST 2006).

The first author of this paper has been involved in the development and implementation of first year orientation and transition programs for over 15 years. As the teacher and coordinator of a large first year core unit during this period of time the success and importance of first year transition has been evident. Working closely with the students during their first year, the author has developed a strong relationship with the students and it became evident through conversations early in their second year experience that many of the students felt lost, and in need of a focus to help them ground themselves and become engaged in the second year of their course. The following comment from a student commencing second year in 2008 illustrates these observations:

*I thought you would always be there for us. I know you have to teach the new first years, but who is going to look after us now? How come you aren’t there for us anymore?*

Evidence of a slump was found across science courses (Bachelor of Environmental Science, Bachelor of Biological Science, Bachelor of Biomedical Science and Bachelor of Science) offered on the Burwood and Geelong campuses. An examination of the weighted average
mark (WAM) of 179 full time students in their first and second year was carried out, and fifty-four percent of students showed a decrease in their WAM from first year to completion of second year. In addition, we compared the WAM of these cohorts between trimester 1 and trimester 2 of their second year and 64% of students had a lower WAM in their second trimester.

To investigate evidence of a slump further we analysed the marks of a cohort of second year students from the unit SLE221 (Anatomy and Physiology) as an indicator of a slump in academic performance from first to second year. These students were completing their degree fulltime and had commenced their degree at Deakin in 2009. We examined a number of students who received final grades of Distinction (D) n= 10; Credit (C) n = 12; Pass (P) n= 11; and Fail (N) n= 4 for this unit. The lower the grade, the higher the percentage of students who experienced a slump at second year; 30% of students who received a Distinction had a lower average mark than for first year, 33% who received a credit, 54.5% who received a Pass and 75% who failed the unit. Interestingly for many of these students the most noticeable decline in marks occurred in trimester 2 in their second year. Several of these students had reduced the number of units per trimester they were undertaking but still could not maintain their average.

**Content of the ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program**

Inspired by a second year transition program implemented at Griffith University (Australia) to re-introduce second year biomedical students to essential academic concepts and theories (Harrison, 2007), in 2009 a short (one day) intervention program was designed to (re)engage students entering second year Environmental Science courses at Deakin University to assist the students to make the transition to second year. Whilst the majority of students attending the program had been first year undergraduate students at Deakin University in the previous year, the other cohort attending consisted of students articulating straight into second year. The articulating students had received credit for studies completed at other institutions. Therefore, these students were not re-engaging, but engaging for the first time with Deakin University. This program provided both articulating and returning students with a chance to meet with their peers and academic staff before the first week of classes.

The transition program has now been expanded to include a ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program for students completing their Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Biological Science, and Bachelor of Biomedical Science.

The welcome back program ran for the first time in orientation week (the week before trimester 1 classes) in 2009. All students entering second year, including those articulating directly into second year, were invited to attend a (re)orientation day. As well as providing an opportunity for an academic refresher, it gave the students the opportunity to re-establish social links, and to feel re-connected with the campus and the staff. While a structure was in place for the day (Table 1), it was left somewhat flexible to allow students time to explore issues that were important to them. This provided an opportunity for students to ask about any particular issues of concern to them.

In 2009 the program consisted of the following sessions: (a) welcome to, or back to second year and an introduction of articulating students to their peers; (b) focus on careers in science: past Deakin University students who have been working as professionals in their field for a number of years spoke to the students about their career journey; (c) second year challenges
and strategies: This session consisted of a briefing session from several science students from the previous year (current 3rd years who had just completed 2nd year). During this session staff left the room so that students could talk openly and freely; (d) academic refresher: an introduction to the second year units that students had in the past found most challenging (eg. research methods, biochemistry and wholly online units). The staff involved in these units talked to the students about the best way to approach the units and strategies for success; and (e) work experience tips. In the field of science it has proved beneficial for students to undertake work experience during their degrees, so this session targeted areas where they might consider volunteering, or opportunities for summer placements to complete their professional practice placement (part of a core unit in the science courses at Deakin).

The one day program addressed some of the issues that all students will face during second year. It provided them with pathways that they can follow if they feel they need support with both academic and personal issues. Student feedback was obtained via a short written survey that students completed at the end of the program. All students were asked to complete the survey and it was collected and collated by someone not involved in the program delivery. The survey included Likert scale questions as well as open ended questions. Student feedback was very positive as illustrated by the following student comments:

Fantastic idea. I feel more ‘on the ball’ about what is to go on in second year
Informative – good way to start back without being ‘thrown into the deep end’

In 2010, the program was reduced to half a day (in response to 2009 participant evaluations). Whilst the 2009 evaluations were positive students felt that an entire day was not warranted. Feedback indicated that the students felt that the information of most use to them could be covered in half a day and by having shorter breaks between sessions could be compressed into a shorter time frame.

The 2010 program differed from 2009 by removing the session on ‘work experience and volunteering’ but making sure these were themes incorporated into the other sessions. The program began with a welcome to the students from the staff member who had worked the most closely with the students in first year (the author). This formed the start of a hand over process to the second year academic staff. Vinson et al., (2011) highlight the importance of student-centered staff being part of transition programs. This was also taken into account when choosing the appropriate staff to participate. During the welcome, any administrative changes (such as timetables) that the students needed to be aware of were explained, and students had the opportunity to raise any concerns or queries that they had at that time. Time management was a strong feature of this session as students were seeking advice on the best way to manage their busy lives – balancing study and work.

The second session introduced the staff members responsible for the core second year units within the Science degrees. The aim of this session was to demystify the course content for the students, and to provide students the opportunity to ask questions about these units before they began. At the time students had to complete one wholly online unit to fulfill the requirements of their degree. Wholly online units have no face-to-face classes and are a real challenge in terms of engaging students with the content and their peers. It was important that students realized that this unit needed to be manually placed into their timetables, and not left until the last minute. Another unit was a research methods class. Students in the past had approached this class with trepidation as it involved ‘statistics’. Meeting the staff member
involved and his positive encouragement and enthusiasm about the class helped students to approach the class with more realistic expectations.

The third session introduced professionals in the science field. One of the aims of the Welcome to second year program is to ensure that students start to see where they are heading professionally. This session involved past Science students talking about their career journey. They gave students honest feedback on what they believed they did right or wrong, and provided a link to the profession and a willingness to provide further information or guidance to students if requested.

During the final session, students who had completed second year in the preceding year were invited to talk with the students. No staff stayed in the room for this session so that both the 3rd year and second year students could speak freely. Following this session, students were invited to attend an informal lunch with all staff from the Faculty. The 2011 program followed the same structure as that used in 2010.

Table 1. Structure of the ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program from 2009-2001.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Welcome: informal welcome to 2nd year</td>
<td>Welcome: informal welcome to 2nd year</td>
<td>Welcome: informal welcome to 2nd year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Focus on careers in Environmental Science (presentations from graduates in the workforce)</td>
<td>Focus on careers in Environmental Science (presentations from graduates in the workforce)</td>
<td>Focus on careers in Environmental Science (presentations from graduates in the workforce)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second year challenges and strategies: discussion with higher year students and no staff present.</td>
<td>Academic refresher: strategies for an online unit; and an update on research skills.</td>
<td>Academic refresher: strategies for an online unit; and an update on research skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Academic refresher: strategies for an online unit; and an update on research skills</td>
<td>Second year challenges and strategies: discussion with higher year students and no staff present. (this topic was placed at the end in 2010 due to significant positive feedback in 2009)</td>
<td>Second year challenges and strategies: discussion with higher year students and no staff present.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work experience tips (Work experience tips removed in 2010 in response to student feedback in 2009)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Over a three year period the students taking part in ‘Welcome to Second Year’ were invited to evaluate the program by completing a survey that consisted of Likert scale questions as well as open ended questions. A survey was handed out to all the students participating in the program once all sessions were completed. The surveys were completed by the students and collected at the end of the final session. The results presented herein are the responses from the students completing their degree in Environmental Science. While the program has subsequently been offered to students undertaking other degrees within the faculty, this is the only degree that has offered the program for 3 consecutive years. All students were asked to evaluate the program and the following numbers of evaluations were received: 2009 (37); 2010 (30) and 2011 (36). All students participating in the program completed the evaluation.

The student responses helped to determine whether or not the program was of benefit to the participating students in the following areas: (a) did the program highlight the academic, social and personal challenges they may face in second year? And (b), did the program help
the students in determining the professional direction they wish to pursue within the field of environmental science?

Analysis of the feedback was both quantitative and qualitative in nature.

**Survey design**

The 2009 program was a whole day program and these results will be presented first, followed by analysis of the evaluations of the 2010 and 2011 half day programs.

Over the three years (2009-2011) the students were asked to evaluate the program using the same questions. Table 2 shows the Likert scale questions that students were asked when evaluating the program. Students were also given the opportunity to respond to five open ended questions about the program.

The open ended questions asked were:

1. Name two things that you will now do differently this trimester due to having attended the welcome to second year program
2. What session(s) did you find most useful in the program?
3. What session(s) did you find least useful in the program?
4. What other session(s) do you think could be added to the program?
5. Do you have any other comments about the program?

**Table 2.** Questions students were asked to evaluate the 2009-2011 ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Circle the response that most accurately reflects how your felt about the different aspects of the ‘Welcome to second year’ program.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did the program highlight some of the academic challenges (eg: expectations, course difficulty) of second year?</td>
<td>Definitely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the program highlight some of the social challenges (eg: work-life balance) of second year?</td>
<td>Definitely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the program highlight some of the personal challenges (eg: stress, motivation) of second year?</td>
<td>Definitely</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you recommend the program for 2010 second Year Students?</td>
<td>Definitely Would</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did this program help you to understand more about the careers available to you within the field of Environmental Science?</td>
<td>Definitely</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**

Respondents were very positive about the program. A majority of students stated that it gave them the opportunity to re-engage with their peers, and provided them with valuable information that helped them to plan and prepare for second year. It also prompted many to reflect on their future direction within the field of Environmental Science.

Tables 3 and 4 provide a summary of the responses to the survey questions asked within the program evaluation. Responses indicate a majority of positive responses to all aspects of the program.
Due to the restructuring of the program in 2010 the data from 2009 has been presented separately, and the data from 2010 and 2011 has been combined as during these two years the programs followed the same format.

Table 3. Student responses to the 2009 ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program survey (N=37).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Definitely</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Unsure</th>
<th>Not Really</th>
<th>Definitely Not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did the program highlight some of the academic challenges (eg: expectations, course difficulty) of second year?</td>
<td>89%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the program highlight some of the social challenges (eg: work-life balance) of second year?</td>
<td>35%</td>
<td>62%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the program highlight some of the personal challenges (eg: stress, motivation) of second year?</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did you recommend the program for 2010 second Year Students?</td>
<td>78%</td>
<td>16%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did this program help you to understand more about the careers available to you within the field of Environmental Science?</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Student responses to the 2010 & 2011 ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program survey (N=66).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Definitely</th>
<th>Somewhat</th>
<th>Unsure</th>
<th>Not Really</th>
<th>Definitely Not</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Did the program highlight some of the academic challenges (eg: expectations, course difficulty) of second year?</td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the program highlight some of the social challenges (eg: work-life balance) of second year?</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did the program highlight some of the personal challenges (eg: stress, motivation) of second year?</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>6%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Would you recommend the program for 2010 second Year Students?</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Did this program help you to understand more about the careers available to you within the field of Environmental Science?</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The students’ responses to the ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program were positive in all three years. The only area that evaluated very slightly in the negative over the three years was whether or not the program highlighted some of the personal challenges that the students may face, however these figures were small percentages (<6%) overall. All other aspects of the program received positive evaluations from the students.

Tables 3 and 4 show that the students believed that the program either ‘definitely’ or ‘somewhat’ highlighted the academic challenges they would be facing in second year. The five open ended questions reinforced these findings.

When asked for ‘two things they might now do differently due to attending the program’ in all three years the most common responses related to time management and organizing their study more efficiently, as illustrated by the following:
Table 5 provides a summary of the responses to the open ended question, ‘What session(s) did you find the most useful?’ The responses have been grouped into three categories: academic, social and careers. The academic category included all responses related to the academic refresher session, and other comments that where about course content. The social category included the talk with current students who had completed second year the year before. Other responses included in this category related to the social nature of the day, and the opportunity to re-connect with their peers and academic staff. The final category, careers combined responses related to presentations around careers in environmental science, including work experience ideas and presentations from past graduates.

Table 5. Summary of responses to the question ‘What session(s) did you find the most useful’. As students could provide multiple responses, a percentage of total responses has been provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Response category</th>
<th>2009 (N=54)</th>
<th>2010 (N=30)</th>
<th>2011 (N=52)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Academic</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Careers</td>
<td>30%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>45%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

During 2010 and 2011 responses to the other four open ended questions didn’t show any trends in responses and overall indicated that the students didn’t believe that changes needed to be made to the program. The only negative response to the program was in 2009, when the program ran for one full day. Some students indicated that the full day program was too long and half a day would have been more appropriate.

Open ended questions
When asked what sessions that students found most useful the area that received the majority of positive feedback over the three years was future careers and employment opportunities. It appears that at the beginning of second year, the students are certainly thinking about their professional identity and the program for some highlighted career options they had not previously considered, and for others reinforced that they were on the right path.

Gave me a better idea of what is out there rather than freaking out that I will never find a job (2009)
Great speakers – highly interesting, really got me thinking about different pathways (2011)

It was encouraging that when students were asked which session of the day they found the least useful, the most common response in all three years was – ‘none/all were useful’. In 2009 the feedback did indicate that the day was a bit long, and therefore the program was shortened to half a day. Table 5 indicates that in 2009 in relation to the open ended question about which session was the most useful, the academic category received the highest proportion of responses. This pattern did not follow in 2010, and 2011. It is believed that this is due to the university changing from a semester system, to a trimester system in 2009. The students had felt uneasy about the change and the program appeared to alleviate many of their fears about the new system. In addition we analysed the marks of the students within the School of Life and Environmental Sciences who had received their first warning letter from the Academic Progress Committee for poor academic progress. This list consisted of 13
students and whilst all had a decline in marks in their second year 9 of the 13 students had a major decline in trimester 2 of their second year. Once again a reduction in the number of units undertaken per trimester had not abated the decline in marks with several students failing to complete units in trimester 2 of their second year which may indicate the students are less engaged with university life.

The importance to the second years of future careers was further reinforced by the students’ responses to the question ‘What other session(s) do you think could be added to the program?’ While the majority of students did not respond to this question, most of the responses centered around work experience and careers.

*Some more information about potential careers (2010)*

*The session which involved careers could have been more in depth (2009)*

The final question gave students the opportunity to comment in general about the program. Overall the comments were very supportive of the program and the students used the opportunity to thank the organisers for helping them to feel more ‘ready’.

*Informativ e – good way to start back without being thrown into the deep end (2009)*

*Thank you for organising this welcome back. It has definitely made this second year transition a little less scary (2010)*

*Good to hear the opinion of people that have actually done what we’re about to. Nice to know what we’re up for (2011)*

**Discussion and conclusions**

The ‘Welcome to Second Year’ program has been a useful, targeted intervention to assist Environmental Science students to (re) engage with university life. A major limitation of the evaluation of the program so far is that an assessment of whether or not the lessons learned during the program have stayed with the students who participated throughout their second year, and also beyond second year. Future evaluation will involve tracking the academic progress of those students who participated in the program, and comparing their grade point average change with those who did not participate in the program. Also asking students what their goals and/or expectations are for second year? In addition to compare out results nationally and internationally the second year students will be invited to participate in the Sophomore Experience Survey developed by Prof Laurie Schreiner from Azusa Pacific University, California.

An enhancement of the program that will take place in 2011 will involve making contact with the 2012 participants at regular intervals throughout the year. It is hoped that this will determine whether or not the content addressed within the program did assist the students both academically and socially throughout second year. It will also give students the opportunity to feedback on areas – academic and social – that they may need assistance with during second year.

The program will continue to be refined and will evolve based on student feedback received so that the content can be targeted to areas of greatest need. It is important that we recognise that students needs may, and do change over time, and the nature of this program (targeted intervention) means that it can be adapted to meet these needs as they arise.
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